Little Red Sweden in Ukraine
– the 1930s Comintern project in Gammalsvenskby

Soon the brothers will see the East in the Gold
Swedish Communist Party’s slogan
May Day 1931
ANDREJ KOTLJARCHUK

The history of Gammalsvenskby offers a unique opportunity to investigate
totalitarian political techniques in the twentieth century. The Swedish
agricultural colony on the bank of the river Dnipro, not far from its fall into
the Black Sea, is the only Scandinavian settlement in Eurasia. The church of
Gammalsvenskby was the first Lutheran parish in the Azov and Black Sea
territories. It functioned from 1782 to 1929. They owned the plots they
cultivated and as foreign colonists they had a considerable degree of selfgovernment in the Russian Empire and Soviet Ukraine.1
Recent research shows that the colonists of Gammalsvenskby had a high
degree of ethnic self-consciousness. They considered themselves Swedes
and spoke Swedish fluently in its dialect and standard form.2 Since the
middle of the nineteenth century the inhabitants of the village were in
continuous contact with the Kingdom of Sweden and ethnic Swedes of the
Grand Duchy of Finland. A number of Swedish cultural institutions (e.g.,
school, new church, library and choir) were erected or founded thanks to
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the Scandinavian aid given to the village. As a consequence the colonists
received “an inoculation” of modern Swedish nationalism.3
During the first half of the twentieth century, this tiny Swedish
community became the subject of a series of social experiments conducted
by different political regimes. Their aim was to change the collective
identity of the colonists and make them to the new authorities. Under the
guidance of the Ukrainian Tsentralnyi Komitet natsionalnykh menshyn
(TsKNM) a policy of “indigenization” was conducted between 1923 and
1929 with the aim of transforming the former foreign colonists of the
Russian Empire into a loyal ethnic minority of Soviet Ukraine.4 After
virtually the whole village (888 persons) had moved to their historic
fatherland under the control of the “Gammalsvenskbykommittén” (OldSwedish Village Committee) that had been formed in Sweden, a new largescale experiment was undertaken between 1929 and 1938. The aim of this
experiment was to fully integrate the “archaic” Ukrainian Swedes into the
modern Swedish society by transforming them into successful Swedish
farmers. The emigrants were denied a separate settlement in Sweden and
the “Old Swedes” were spread all over the country to undergo “instruction
in the Swedish norms of economic and every day activities.”5 Inspectors
appointed by the Committee monitored all aspects of the integration of the
“lost generation” into the Swedish society. The colonists who disagreed with
this policy (around 265 persons) returned to the USSR in 1930–1931. There,
in so-called Röd Svenskby (Red Swedish Village), an experiment was
launched which aimed to create the first Swedish kolkhoz and village
council in the USSR. It was conducted under the patronage of the
Comintern and supervision of Swedish Communists and lasted for five
years. This chapter constitutes the first scientific account of this short-lived
and ill-fated endeavor.
3
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Sources
The protocols of the Swedish Communist Party, which are kept in Arbetarrörelsens arkiv (Labor Movement Archives of Sweden KOLLA), document
the discussions of the party on the measures to be taken by the party in
relation to the ideological work among the Ukrainian Swedes in the years
1929–1931. The relevant collection for this research is Biografica which
includes biographies of the activists who worked in Gammalsvenskby. Access
to the material was granted by the executive committee of the Vänsterpartiet
(The Left Party of Sweden). At Riksarkivet (National Archives of Sweden),
two sets of documents are particularly interesting: firstly, the materials of
Socialstyrelsen (National Board of Health and Welfare of Sweden), which
contain correspondence with the villagers, lists of the persons who returned
to the USSR, documents of Gammalsvenskbykommittén (Old-Swedish Village
Committee) and Arbetarnas Svenskbykommitté (Workers’ Swedish Village
Committee), documents from the Soviet Consulate in Stockholm; and,
secondly, the archives of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Sweden
containing materials dated 1930–1933 from the Swedish Embassy in Moscow
on the situation in the village, correspondence dated 1932–1933 on the
question of bringing back Swedish communists and some other villagers from
the USSR to Sweden, and a collection of Soviet and Swedish newspaper
publications about the Old Swedes.
The archives of the Communist International at the Russian State
Archive for Social and Political History include the personal files of the
communists who worked in Gammalsvenskby.6 Thanks to the powers of
attorney of the relatives residing in Sweden the author gained access to the
most important part of these files where he found the file “O
staroshvedskikh poseleniiakh na Ukraine” (About the Swedish Settlements
in Ukraine). This confidential file, which was created by the officials of the
Skandinaviska ländersekretariatet (Secretariat for Scandinavian countries),
contains different materials highlighting the Comintern’s policies towards
Gammalsvenskby.7
In the vast collection of material on the history of Gammalsvenskby kept
at the State Archives of Kherson Oblast, the 1933 criminal case 287 by GPU
of the Ukrainian SSR on accusing the group of the Old Swedes and Swedish
communists in the organizing of mass re-emigration to Sweden is of great
6
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value. Based on the powers of attorney on behalf of the relatives, the author
was given authorization to work on this criminal case.
The author also has used materials from the Swedish mass media, as well
as central Soviet and regional Ukrainian newspapers, and in addition to that
also a variety of publications and documents about the Old Swedes
Theoretical framework
By applying the thought of Michel Foucault and Alberto Melucci, the
author intends to study the techniques used by the Comintern and the
Soviet state to force normalization upon the population that remained in
the village. Their goal was to reshape the collective identity of Ukrainian
Swedes and to prevent them from offering collective resistance to this
process. The techniques of forced normalization are used in a process that
can be divided into three phases: conceptualization, implementation, and
results. Each phase has its own specific motives and mechanisms that
influence the three following dimensions: 1) the configuration of new
borders (administrative and geographical, social and political, historical,
cultural); 2) the new normative standard (political, social and economical,
cultural and linguistic); 3) the emergence of new collective values (through
propaganda, education, work practices, cultural life, compulsory political
rituals and so on).
The difference between the “old” identity standard and the new
requirements causes conflicts in the collective identity and brings about
changes in it.8 The conditions of the totalitarian state intensify the technological effect by not granting the common actors any choice and making
them participate in the project. According to Foucault, it is low efficient to
look for the explicit logically ordered economic purposes in the activities of
the authority. Each of the political regimes has their own different technologies, but only one common purpose of submission and the only one
common and most popular method of violence. The format of this chapter
does not make it possible to analyze more in detail all the aspects of the forced
normalization. The research is focused on analyzing configuration of the new
8
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borders and strategies of the collective resistance. Foucault viewed the
strategies of collective resistance as the less studied part of forced normalization. Foucault notes that the resistance does not express viable alternative
outside the power, but is a part of collaboration of the interaction between
power and its subjects in order to function furthermore.9

The main political actors
The Comintern and the Swedish Communist Party
In 1926, the Comintern created a special secretariat, the Secretariat for
Scandinavian countries, to facilitate communications with the Scandinavian
communist parties, and to monitor, to report on and control the implementation of the resolutions of the Executive Committee of the Comintern.
The Secretariat, remained active until 1935, was used to strengthen the
control of the ECCI over the communist parties of Sweden, Norway,
Denmark and Iceland.10
The imposition of its power by the Comintern was one of the main
reasons for the division of the Swedish Communist Party in the fall of 1929;
the most serious one in the history of the movement in Sweden. The split was
a catastrophe for the communists loyal to the Comintern. Hugo Sillén, who
led the pro-Comintern fraction, retained only 4,000 out of the 16,000
members of the SKP. The pro-Comintern party members lost the publishing
house Frams Förlag, the leading communist newspaper Folkets Dagblad
Politiken, most of its syndicates, and all communist members of parliament.
The majority of the party followed Karl Kilbom into a new Swedish
Communist Party, independent from the Comintern.11 However, with
financial aid from the Comintern, the SKP could regain its base and the mass
media. From 1930 the pro-Comintern faction had at its disposal the
9
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publishing house Arbetarkultur; the newspapers Ny Dag, Norrskensflamman
and Kalmar-läns Tidning; the youth periodical Stormklockan; women’s
movement magazine Arbetar-Kvinnornas Tidning, a magazine attached to the
communist women’s movement; and the theoretical magazine Kommunistisk
Tidskrift. The association Sovjetunionens vänner (Friends of the Soviet
Union), which was controlled by the party, published its own magazine
Sovjetnytt.
During the New Year vacation 1930–1931, a delegation from the SKP
discussed the split of the party, as well as ways of getting out of the crisis,
with the Comintern leaders. Sven Linderot and Paul Thunell were the heads
of the Swedish delegation.
According to the Comintern, the Swedish Communist Party acted as a
Social-Democratic one, “in isolation from the masses.” Work among the
peasantry in Sweden had never been under the influence of the Communists. But this fact was not taken into account by the Comintern.12 The
formal promoter of the Gammalsvenskby project was Allan Walenius – the
director of the Comintern library and the head of the Scandinavian section
at the Kommunisticheskii universitet nationalnykh menshinstv Zapada imeni
Markhlevskogo (Markhlevskii Communist University of the National
Minorities of the West). He had nightlong discussions with the Swedish
communists about the bright future of Gammalsvenskby.13 He was a very
well educated man and one of the most influential theoreticians of communism in Scandinavia. In interwar Sweden, his articles on various issues
related to socialism were published regularly.14
When the delegation returned to Sweden they brought with them a plan
to make the agrarian population support the policy of the SKP:
The agrarian question has not been taken into account. The party
must obtain an agrarian program, and the work among agricultural
workers and small farmers should be actively pursued.15

12
Urban Lundberg, En fokusering och tre punkter – en studie av SKPs försök att vinna
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Document 6: The report of the Secretariat for Scandinavian concerning the OldSwedish immigrants in Sweden.

Source: Memorandum regarding the Ukrainian Swedes prepared by Aino Kuusinen,
referent of the Skandinaviska ländersekretariatet for the leading staff of the Comintern,
in RGASPI, f. 495, op. 31, d. 153.

Therefore, the former Gammalsvenskby villagers residing in Sweden
became a testing ground for the agrarian work of the SKP. The protocols of
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SKP’s decision-making body, the political bureau, are not available for the
years 1929–1932, as the party was in deep crisis, and many members were
persecuted by the secret police. However, the few available documents that
are available prove that Gammalsvenskby played an important role in the
politics of the new party. At least six of the fifteen members of the political
bureau of the SKP, including the party leaders Hugo Sillén and Sven
Linderot, took immediate part in the discussions on the Old Swedes.
On the party’s initiative, a special committee was formed, Arbetarnas
Svenskbykommitté, to work among the colonists and to spite the official,
state-led committee. The communists Kasper Gustafsson, Hilmer
Fredriksson, Carl Bengtsson and Gunnar Sedin formed part of it. The
members of the committee were in contact with the Swedish authorities,
and carried out active propaganda to involve colonists in Communist
activities. In addition, candidates for party work and activists in the
women’s movement (Lydia Utas) were chosen among the former villagers.
These people and party agitators went on tours around the country.16 For
example, on 14 May 1931, the Swedish colonist Johan Knutas held a speech
along with the well-known party agitator Fritjof Lager in the park of the
town of Spånga.17
Information material about the villagers’ desire to get back to the USSR
became a regular topic which appeared regularly in the Communist press,
playing an important part in the debates with the publications of the Social
Democrats and the Communists led by Karl Kilbom.18 SKP issued an
optimistic note to the Swedish colonists explaining the meaning of a
collective farm – the kolkhoz:
You ask if you get pigs and chickens and have them as your own.
Of course, you will get them if you buy them. It is only the land
that is collective. Not houses and gardens. You write about the

16
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Spånga Folkets park av svenskbybon Johan Knutas. Dessutom föredras Fritjof Lager över
ämnet Sovjet-Unionens diktatur eller Sveriges demokrati. Diskussion.”
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tractor. Now there are twenty tractors in Röd Svenskby. There are
even those who can repair them/…/.19

On the initiative of the SKP the villagers made a formal request for a visa
permitting them to return to the USSR. The Central Committee of the SKP
sent a telegram to the Secretariat for the Scandinavian countries requesting
them “to support an application for entry into the USSR and to emphasize
the political value of the return of the Old Swedes to the Ukrainian Soviet
Republic.”20 As a result, the adviser of the Secretariat for the Scandinavian
countries Aino Kuusinen prepared a memorandum which was presented to
several leading staff members of the Comintern.
For Comintern the Gammalsvenskby project was interesting not only
because of its value for the SKP. The future Swedish kolkhoz was an ideal
place to send young Swedish communists studying at Comintern schools.
Information about successes of the socialist construction in the Röd
Svenskby could be publicized abroad through the radio of and the printed
press of the Comintern. That was the usual practice. A group of Scandinavian communists was sent by the Comintern to inform members of the
collective fishery Polarstjernen (The Polar star), and the Norwegian national
village of Tsypnavolok. The Norwegian communist newspaper “Nordland
Arbeiderblad” published a series of articles about the wonderful life of the
Soviet-Norwegian fishermen.21 Many Nordic communists were working at
the national Finnish kolkhozes of Ingria, Karelia and North Caucasus.
The Soviet government
As a result of the negotiations between the Swedish and Soviet governments
and on the basis of decree number 83, dated 6 June 1929, of the political
bureau of the Soviet Communist party, the whole population of the village
moved to Sweden at the end of July 1929.22 The information about their
departure attracted international attention,23 and roused hopes among the
19
Jörgen Hedman, Lars Åhlander, Historien om Gammalsvenskby och svenskarna i
Ukraina (Stockholm: Dialogos, 2003), 217.
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22
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ROSSPEN, 2000), 696–697; Oleg Ken, Aleksander Rupasov i Lennart Samuelsson,
Shvetsiia v politike Moskvy 1930–1950 (Moskva: ROSSPEN, 2005), 34–35.
23
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other ethnic minorities of Ukraine. In the fall of 1929 around 11,000
German colonists from southern Ukraine and the Crimea, after having sold
all their belongings, went to Moscow where they approached the German
and Canadian embassies about getting visas. As a result of the negotiations
between Germany and the USSR at the end of 1929 around 6,500 German
colonists and Mennonites were permitted to leave the USSR. The struggle of
the German peasants was continued in 1930.24 The Kremlin considered
their case as a special kind of class struggle by German colonists and
insisted that the Ukrainian authorities should stop the inflow of German
colonists to Moscow. In February 1930 the issue of mass emigration was
discussed in the plenum of the central committee of the Communist Party
of Ukraine, which adopted a resolution on how “to neutralize those antiSoviet activities.”25 Mass emigration of Ukrainian Poles to Poland in the
winter of 1929–1930 could be prevented only by strengthening border
controls. The Polish authorities correctly noted that there was a direct link
between the Ukrainian Poles’ wish to emigrate and “the organized mass
emigration of the Swedish colonists.”26 That is why the return of the Swedes
back to the USSR could be used as a powerful ideological tool in the antiemigration propaganda. Indeed, one of the first articles in the Kherson
newspapers covering this topic considered the return of the Swedes to the
USSR to be a lesson for the German colonists.
On 5 January 1930, the leading newspaper of the Kherson region
Naddniprianska Pravda published the news that the collectivization process
was to be completed and the kulaks liquidated as a social class. According to
the decision of the regional party committee all homesteads were to be
collectivized by 1 March 1930. “We have time limits of less than two
months, not a single hour, not a single minute should be wasted,” wrote the
newspapers to warn their readers.27 However, the process of proved
extremely difficult because of the strong resistance of the German colonists.
In the reports of the GPU, the situation in the German colonies of southern
24
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instability (London: Chatto & Windus, 1966), 163–174; Natalia Ostasheva, Na perelome
epokh. Mennonitskoe obshchestvo Ukrainy v 1914–1931 (Moskva: Gotika, 1998), 162–
165. Both authors do not see the connection between the emigration moods of Soviet
Germans in late 1929 with the mass emigration of Swedish colonists to Sweden.
25
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(Moskva: Obshchestvennaiia akademiia nauk rossiiskikh nemtsev, 2002), 101-105.
26
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Europa 6, no. 21 (2006): 106.
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Ukraine was described as very close to rebellion.28 Spontaneous uprisings by
women took place in one village after another and people refused to work.
In the spring of 1930, many fields remained waste. The wide-spread
corruption in the Stalinist state made it possible for the German colonists to
use bribes to have deported relatives sent back to them from Siberia. Several
false certificates were issued by local village soviets to the effect that people
who had been deported were in fact poor peasants, not kulaks. The
Ukrainian peasants thought that this showed that “the soviet authorities are
afraid of Germans.”29
Under these circumstances, the benevolent foundation of a Swedish
kolkhoz could be a powerful tool in Soviet propaganda. To illustrate this one
could mention the resolution adopted by the political bureau of the VKP(b)
on 21 June 1931 on the resettlement of 77 peasant families from Poland in
Soviet Ukraine; this would be “very useful for organizing at least one good,
even better model kolkhoz which would effectively undermine the propaganda of the bourgeois press in Poland.”30 Similar ideas were at work in a
resolution on the creation of a Swedish kolkhoz. The idea to create model
kolkhozes based on emigrant groups was not new. Since the mid-1920s there
was an American kolkhoz in Tambov province.31 In 1932 there were circa
thirty foreign kolkhozes in the USSR employing more than 5,000
immigrants.32
The negotiations concerning the Old Swedes and their return to Soviet
Ukraine were conducted by the Soviet ambassador to Sweden Alexandra
Kollontai who had talks with the Prime Minister of Sweden Carl Gustaf
Ekman and Foreign Minister Fredrik Ramel.33 All practical matters in
28
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organy,” in Nemtsy Odessy i Odesskogo regiona ed. Alfred Eisfeld (Odessa: Astroprint,
2003), 217–233.
30
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31
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University Press, 1999), 403–437.
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connection with the re-emigration were the responsibility of Consul
Vladimir Smirnov.34 Viktor Kopp, an ethnic German from Crimea by origin
and former Soviet ambassador to Sweden, prepared the report for the
Kremlin about the Old Swedes.35 Having gone through all aspects of the
matter he proposed “That they should be allowed to return on the condition
that funding was provided by the Swedish government.” In the end, the
Swedish government paid the costs of the return of the colonists back to the
USSR.
The final decision about the re-emigration of the Old Swedes was taken
at the very highest level. On 15 June 1930 the political bureau of the VKP(b)
led by Stalin responded positively to Kollontai’s request “about letting in 40
Swedish colonists.”36 However, those who had already become Swedish
citizens were given a visa “only if they agreed to join a kolkhoz.”37
The re-emigration by the Swedes became a hot topic in the Soviet mass
media. TASS informed regularly about the circumstances of their return.
This news was also covered by the leading newspapers Izvestiia and Pravda
as well as newspapers of the Soviet Ukraine and special editions for the
Soviet Germans.38 The film studio Sovkinozhurnal produced a short documentary film in 1930 called “Obratno v SSSR” (Back to the USSR).39 A tract
called “Dva goda v Evrope. Pochemu krestiane sela Staroshvedskogo
vernulis iz Shvetsii” (Two Years in Europe: Why the Villagers of Gammalsvenskby Returned from Sweden) was published. The Ukrainian filmmaker Alexander Dovzhenko found this topic so interesting that he planned
was half-Swedish by origin. Her mother Alexandra Massalin was a Swedish noblewomen
from Eastern Finland, see: Hans Björkegren, Ryska posten: de ryska revolutionärerna i
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34
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to make a film about the Old Swedes.40 Thus, because of the powerful
political forces involved, the return of a very limited number of Old Swedes
to the USSR became a big international project.

Configuration of the new boundaries
A new historical canon and a new vision of the future
A series of publications from 1929–1931 illustrate how the international
communist movement looked upon the past and future of the Swedish
colony in Ukraine. All of these texts were first and foremost intended for
those responsible for carrying out the new project, i.e., Swedish communists
and Comintern employees.
In December 1929 an unknown author from the Comintern wrote a
report called “Das Alt-Schwedische Dorf.” According to his analysis,
Gammalsvenskby was home to class struggles and exploitation. Rich
peasants (Grossbauer) like Johan Buskas who owned large plots of land
turned the poor peasants (Kleinbauer) into their farm-hands, making them
work for next to nothing. They were assisted by the Lutheran pastor, who
also belonged to the class of exploiters. The October Revolution 1917 put an
end to this exploitation, and justice with regard to land ownership became
the rule. The Soviet power liberated the poor Swedish peasants, but
capitalistic Sweden turned them into slaves again:
The land was distributed in the same proportions to all except the
priest who was not given land. That was surely the reason for his
stomach aches. That is why the pastor launched the propaganda
about going to Sweden, but the kulaks were the most interested
supporting faction in this matter. In Sweden the victims of the
Swedish nationalist propaganda became slaves of the landowners.
The Swedish working class and the Communist Party came to the
rescue of the cheated peasants. Now the colonists are ready to go
back to Ukraine by foot. If they are given permission to reemigrate, the kolkhoz will be created there not only for Swedish
dwellers of the village, also Germans and Jews will join. The new
life will put an end to nationalism and will be based upon the
principles of the working solidarity and fraternity.41
40
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On 23 January 1930 the political bureau of the SKP charged the propaganda
group with the preparation and publishing of a brochure dedicated to the
so-called “Svenskby affair.” The political bureau thought this publication
would “help our comrades to gain an understanding of those matters.”42
The book “Svenskbyskandalen” (The Swedish Village Scandal) was printed
in 1930. The author of the book was Gustav Johansson, who was at the same
time a leading left-wing journalist and the editor-in-chief of the newspaper
Ny Dag (New Day). Johansson viewed the story of the village in the same
way as the Comintern report did, through the prism of class struggle and in
the light of the leading position of the clergy in the village. The first months
the Old Swedes spent in Sweden were seen as an example of capitalist
exploitation and bourgeois cynicism. However, notwithstanding their
conservatism the poor colonists quickly realized they had made a mistake
and declared their wish to go back to the USSR. They approached the SKP
for help (in fact the party agitator was planning to make propaganda work
among the Ukrainian Swedes). The party could not leave “the victims of the
nationalist propaganda” to their fate and therefore created the Workers’
Swedish Committee. Funds were raised for the purchase of a tractor. The
first group of colonists had already gone back to Ukraine where “the world
of the old tradition gave place today to a kolkhoz in Röd Svenskby, a small
part of the great Soviet socialist construction.”43
When all Old Swedes wishing to return were back in the village, a
brochure to be used for ideological work “Dva goda v Evrope” (Two Years in
Europe) was published. The author used an assumed name, Mikhail Vasilev;
most probably it was Maria Andriievskaia, a journalist from the Soviet
peasant magazine Lapot.44 The style of the brochure was plain and simple, the
booklet was cheap (3 kopecks only), and the print run was 150,000 copies.
Apparently, the target audience was expected to be extremely large. The book
contained a set of interviews by the author with three peasants who had come
back, Greis Albers, Petter J. Knutas and Alvina Knutas. However, their names
were russified. The book contained a lot of false information and errors. This
was of no concern to the author, as the main purpose was to provide a clear
Marxist account of the past, present and future of Gammalsvenskby.
According to the author, the resettlers founded the Swedish colony as “life in
42
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Sweden was hardly possible, one and a half centuries before famine and
poverty had driven the first group of desperate and brave men from Sweden
to Russia.”45 The colony became rich,
if compared to an average Russian village, the Swedish colonists
had their own hospital, school, library house and their own
national minority village administration. However, notwithstanding this apparent prosperity an ardent class struggle was in
evidence in the village. As here, within this little piece of the
Soviet land the kulaks were extremely opposed to giving up.46

According to the author, the real reason for the Old Swedes to move back to
Sweden had been the collectivization and the resistance to it of the kulaks.
In fact, the resolution on the emigration and departure of the colonist from
the USSR was adopted before the collectivization campaign was launched in
the Kherson Oblast. The plan to emigrate was the work of “the agent of
capitalists” pastor Hoas and supported by kulaks, a caste of well-to-do
farmers. The author employed the commonplace Soviet propaganda theme
of the class struggle. The emigration is considered as a special kind of class
struggle, as a reaction of by the kulaks to collectivization. The kulaks also
had their allies: the priest, religious members of the community and poor
but evil men called podkulachniki.47 The stay in Sweden is depicted in
gloomy and exaggerated terms. The situation of a farm-hand in Sweden is
almost the same as that of an animal. According to Petter J. Knutas, the
landowner Axtorp made the Old Swedes drink water out of a drum filled
with cows’ urine. Knutas said that in Sweden his daughter gave birth in the
farmyard without any obstetrical help, whilst in Gammalsvenskby all
women gave birth at the local hospital. If necessary, they could stay there for
a long time, and could afford not to work thanks to an allowance from the
state for bringing up a child. In Sweden, the Gammalsvenskby Swedes
became slaves living in inhuman misery, sleeping being their sole
entertainment. Petter J. Knutas concludes: “I left Soviet Russia as a simple,
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ignoramus, but in Sweden I became a revolutionary.”48 The author emphasizes the fact that the Old Swedes had taken an active part in the communist
movement while still in Sweden. For example, a column consisting of 100
Ukrainian Swedes took part in the May Day demonstration in Stockholm in
1931. Thus, according to the author, the return to the USSR was a conscious
choice “move on from the old to the new, from the slavery under kulaks to
the free life in the kolkhoz under the guidance of the Bolshevik Party.”49
The aim of the socialist construction they had engaged in was formulated
in an address dated 20 August 1931 with the heading “To the workers of the
Soviet Union and the whole world!” In all 180 Swedes promised “to correct
a big mistake made under the influence of letters from the priest and
propaganda by kulaks, and to struggle together with all other peasants for
total collectivization, for the liquidation of kulaks as a class.” Special
emphasis was given to their wish to make the “bitter experience” of their
emigration known among the workers of the USSR. In accordance with
Soviet political culture at the time, the address ended with cheers for the
party, its leader comrade Stalin and the world revolution of the proletariat.
In this way, the creation of the kolkhoz was the price the Swedes had to pay for
their mistake.50
Following the return of the first group to the village, an international
meeting was arranged on the premises of the club (in the building of the
former Swedish Church) with the German and Jewish neighbors of the
Swedes. The Swedish communist Paul Söderman (“comrade Lindroos”)
opened the meeting. He was followed by Petter J. Knutas, who had become
a member of the Communist Party in Sweden. Both speakers repeated the
main theses of the party instructions, and said they were confident that all
colonists still remaining in Sweden, excluding the kulaks, would return to
their Motherland. Petter J. Knutas said more specifically:
Having been in Sweden for a short time, we have at first hand
experienced what capitalist exploitation is. Now we truly understand that only the Soviet government and Communist Party are
our friends /…/ We will do everything to help the party to correct
the mistake we have committed.51
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Illustration 3: Two Years in Europe: Why the Villagers of Gammalsvenskby Returned
from Sweden.

Source: Book cover of “Dva goda v Evrope. Pochemu krestiane sela Staroshvedskogo
vernulis iz Shvetsii” (Leningrad: Priboi 1931). Note the straightforward visual pedagogy
of the cover.

The same chord was struck in the short documentary film, “Obratno v
SSSR” (Back to the USSR). The subtitles claimed that the Swedes wanted “to
correct the mistake we made with the decision to go back to Ukraine with a
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view to creating the first Swedish kolkhoz.”52 Thus, Soviet propaganda put
forward three main principles for the future organization of Röd Svenskby.
Firstly, a kolkhoz as a non-alternative socio-economic basis for all Swedish
villagers would be founded. It was to function as an outpost of solid
collectivization. Secondly, a cultural revolution would be launched. The
values and customs of traditional agrarian society must be uprooted.
Thirdly, the Swedish Communist Party and the Comintern would assume
the leading role in the construction of a new socialist Swedish village.
A new administrative and geographical landscape
An important instrument in Soviet policy was to give places new names,
particularly if the old ones were connected with the ancient regime. The
new names were symbolic ones and served the purpose of building a new
Soviet identity. In 1924, the capital city of the former Russian Empire was
renamed Leningrad, despite the fact that Lenin was not born there, nor had
he studied there.53 The old name of the city was associated with St Peter and
the emperor Peter I. In the same year, Iuzovka, an industrial centre in
southern Ukraine, which was named after the Welsh businessman and
founder of the city John Hughes, was renamed Stalino. In 1926 the other
centre of the southern Ukraine – Ekaterinoslav was renamed Dnipropetrovsk.54 Since 1926, the Swedish name of the village, Gammalsvenskby,
received official recognition and was used by the local authorities besides
the Russian and the Ukrainian names of the village. However, the historical
name included the adjective “old,” and that was not suitable in the light of
the ongoing construction of a new world. On 5 February 1931 the
newspaper of the central committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine
Radianske selo wrote that the Swedes had not come back to Ukraine to
rebuild the historical Gammalsvenskby, but to create а modern Red
Swedish Commune.55 On 16 February the same newspaper wrote that the
village soviet of Gammalsvenskby had decided to change the name of the
village to Röd Svenskby (Red Swedish Village).56 The Swedish communist
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press used the new name of the colony.57 On 21March 1931 communist
newspaper Ny Dag published the article “Röda Svenskby är stadd i snabb
utveckling” (Röd Svenskby is under rapid development) describing the
successes of communist construction and the Soviet nationalities policy
towards the Ukrainian Swedes. In letters to the Secretariat for the
Scandinavian Countries, the secretary of the local branch of the party of
Gammalsvenskby Edvin Blom gave as his address (in Russian): USSR,
Berislav district, Red Swedish village.58 The decision to change the name was
taken by the authorities, but according to Soviet political culture the
initiative should really have come from below. The very first time a new,
revolutionary name appears is in the book “Two Years in Europe.” In
response to the final remark made by the author: “The address should be
written ...Kherson region, Old-Swedish colony,” the Swedish colonists are
said to have replied confidently: “No, that’s wrong; you should write Red
Swedish kolkhoz.”59
However, the kolkhoz was instead named after the Swedish Communist
Party. The choice of name was meant to emphasize the special status of the
kolkhoz, the activities of which had been carried out under the auspices of
the international communist movement. It should be noted that the new
name of the village disappeared along with the international communist
project and from 1934 to 1945 the historical name of the village
Staroshvedskoe (Old-Swedish village) is used in all known sources.
The village was given its former administrative status as a national
Swedish village council, the only one in Ukraine and the Soviet Union. This
was a breach of Ukrainian law, as the minimum demographic norm for
creating a national council was 500 persons.60 The number of the Swedes,
who came back to the USSR, including also the families of the Swedish
communists who settled in the village, did not exceed 300 persons. The
decision was dictated by the political importance of the project, as well as by
the hope to attract new members to the Swedish colony. Between1930 and
1933, the Old Swedes who went back to the USSR maintained continuous
contact with those who preferred to stay in Sweden. Up to 1932, the letters
of the Soviet Swedes described the successes of the new life in the USSR and
57
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called upon the former Gammalsvenskby who were now in Sweden to
return to their home. For example, Petter J. Knutas wrote the following in a
letter to Andreas Annas (30November 1931):
I live a hundred times better than I lived in Sweden. I am glad to
be free from the Swedish plague. We work in our kolkhoz or artel
as we call it. The damned priests continue to poison the people
and those who are ignorant still believe them, but they will never
deceive us again. We have a cinema with sessions four times a
month and we pay only 7 rubles 50 kopecks from the whole
village /…/ On the commemoration of the October Revolution
we had a holiday, we organized a banquet in the church (roasted
two calves), and then watched movies. We need more workers.
Come back, because we are building socialism, even for those
who remained in Sweden. Welcome home!
Swedish Communist Party Kolkhoz Röd Svenskby.61

Creating a new hierarchy
The status of the national Soviet corresponded well with the policy of
indigenization. Introduced in the USSR in 1923, it provided the representatives of ethnic minorities with the privilege to occupy the administrative
positions within the framework of the autonomous regions. In 1926 a
national Swedish village council was created in Gammalsvenskby, the only
one in the USSR. In this way, the Swedish colony was for the first time in its
history separated administratively from the neighboring German settlements and the separate ethnic status of the Swedes was explicitly recognized. This enabled the Swedes to occupy all administrative positions and,
what is even more important, to take decisions at the local level and
function as spokesman for the decisions taken locally. All letters from 1928
to 1929 from the inhabitants of Gammalsvenskby to the Soviet authorities
concerning the emigration to Sweden were written as official requests of the
local organ of power to the regional and central authorities. It was these
local authorities that issued the special permission which enabled the pastor
Kristoffer Hoas and the farmer Johan Buskas to go to Sweden and to act as
their representatives and prepare for the villagers’ move there.62
61
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On their return to the USSR, the status of the Swedish national council was
reorganized in breach of the norms of the law. The Gammalsvenskby
Swedes had to share power with Swedish communists who had come to the
village to speed up the construction of socialism there.
In this way, ethnic Swedes again occupied the leading positions in
Gammalsvenskby. The Swedish communist Edvin Blom became secretary
of the party unit and chairman of the village council. Johan Utas was elected
chairman of the kolkhoz; shortly to be replaced by the communist Petter J.
Knutas. The secret agent of the GPU Alexander Knutas became secretary of
the village council. The communist Karl Andersson received the important
position of the agronomist of the machine and tractor station (MTS) of
Berislav, which served the kolkhoz. Hugo Albert Lauenstein was appointed
head of the village library and reading room.
A number of other striking differences can be detected in the distribution of power in the Swedish village before the emigration and after it.
Before 1929, there were no members of the Communist Party and
Komsomol in the village. The inspection carried out in August 1928 by
TsKNM noted that “there is no interest in the building of socialism among
the villagers; the children are under strong religious influence.”63 The
inspection also noted that the inhabitants were highly influenced by the
pastor Kristoffer Hoas and his wife Emma even after they had left the USSR
for Sweden. Emma Hoas, who was a Swedish citizen, had lived in the village
since 1899. Kristoffer Hoas, who was born in the village, had graduated
from the Russian-German seminary in Sarata and had worked as a teacher
at the Swedish school until 1922. During his stay in Sweden in 1922, he was
ordained in Uppsala with a mission to serve in Gammalsvenskby and
Southern Russia. His ordination became the cause of a very deep conflict
between Hoas (who had no formal theological training) and the German
pastor of the Alt-Schwedendorf parish Woldemar Schlupp who had the
theological qualifications usually required.64 In order to prevent the conflict
from getting out of hand the authorities gave permission for the registration
of a separate Swedish parish. The reason they stated for this decision was
that the Swedish villagers said they did not understand German, a claim
which was not true.65
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It was not merely the religious influence of the pastor on his parishioners
that mattered. Kristoffer Hoas was the official representative of the Red
Cross of Sweden in Soviet Ukraine. All food and economic assistance from
Sweden to Gammalsvenskby was distributed through him.66 Only throughout the period of 1926–1928 Gammalsvenskby received from Sweden the
considerable amount of the economic aid in 14,602 rubles in total.67 The
Swedish Red Cross also supported the village dispensary. As a commissioner of the Swedish Red Cross, the pastor negotiated with all Swedish
bureaucrats who came to the village as well as with the local authorities. The
attempt to limit the pastor’s authority was not successful and after a
diplomatic intervention, the local authorities had to give all his real estate
back to him. This farming economy meant that rich peasants, mill owners
and the owners of the largest plots of land wielded considerable influence
over the poor.
After a group of the former colonists had returned to the USSR the
situation changed drastically. The pastor did not return, the church was
closed and turned into a club. The majority of the colonists preferred to stay
in Sweden but, under the influence of Swedish communists, several of them
joined the party. Woldemar Utas, Petter J. Knutas, Petter E. Utas and Irja
Buskas were among them.
An important task of the Soviet policy at this point was the preparation
of the young shift of the Communist contractors. In the short term, a
Komsomol unit was created in the village.68 The new Komsomol members
were offered high-ranking positions in the local hierarchy. Lydia Utas
became head of the dairy farm. Sigfrid Utas was appointed teacher at the
Swedish school. The sport interest group also worked under his guidance.
Sigfrid Utas became the first cycle champion of Ukraine.69 The tractor
driver, Johannes Knutas, was given the position of team-leader; he also
became head of the local section of the Soviet paramilitary youth organization. In this way in a very short period, the authorities altered the social
hierarchy of the Swedish community, and active participants in the communist movement found themselves in the most favorable positions.
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In accordance with the Bolshevik program of smychka70 the Soviet government, through their consul in Stockholm Vladimir Smirnov, suggested the
Swedish communists to draw up a “list of fifteen Swedish comrades wishing
to enter the USSR to build the first Swedish kolkhoz there.”71 There is no
information whether the list was ever made. But a group of Swedish
communists eventually came to Gammalsvenskby. This group included
Comintern employees who came to Gammalsvenskby for different kinds of
inspections, and students of the Comintern schools sent to the Swedish
kolkhoz to undergo their summer training. Some of them were sent directly
by the SKP. There were also some impostors, Swedish communists who
came to the village on their own from other regions of the USSR, after
having read about the kolkhoz in newspapers. Most of them came to the
village with their families or married in the village. In the archives, the
following Swedish communists are mentioned as working in the village:
Edvin Blom, Karl Andersson, Hugo Albert Lauenstein, Karl Ture Grääs,
Kasper Gustafsson, Hildur Gustafsson, Karl Sigfrid Holmström, Gunnar
Blomberg, Erik Karlsson (party alias Karl Johansson), Paul Söderman (party
alias Karl Nils Lindroos) and Erik Petersson. Two well-known SKP
members, William Heikkinen (party alias Edward Wallin) and Björn
Hallström (party alias Red Björn), also planned to settle in Gammalsvenskby, but they did not reach the village.
The biographies of the communists who worked in Gammalsvenskby
show that the Comintern and the SKP carefully selected the best-suited
candidates. Erik Karlsson and Paul Söderman originated from peasant
families, a rare case for members of the SKP. The Swedes who came to the
village from Karelia had worked at a greenhouse centre near Petrozavodsk,
thus having at least a minimum experience of agricultural work.72 Karl
Andersson was an experienced agronomist, who had worked in Denmark
for long periods. The communist Hugo Albert Lauenstein was a blacksmith,
whose skills would be in high demand in any kolkhoz.
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Document 7: Recommendation of the Politburo of the Swedish Communist Party to
comrade Hugo Lauenstein issued by SKP, certified by Edvin Blom. October 7, 1932.

Source: RGASPI, f. 495, op. 275, d. 341.

The Stockholm party organization sent the chairman of the Arbetarnas
Svenskbykommitté Kasper Gustafsson to lead the socialist construction in
Röd Svenskby. He had been working with the Ukrainian Swedes since they
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first arrived in Sweden. His wife Hildur Gustafsson, who was also a party
member, was supposed to lead the women’s movement in the village.73
However, by the time Gustafssons arrived in Gammalsvenskby, Swedish
communists from Karelia, Edvin Blom, Ture Grääs and Sigfrid Holmström,
had already taken all the senior positions. They had learnt from the Soviet
press about the socialist project in Gammalsvenskby and had come to the
village with their families independently of each other. All of them had
emigrated from Sweden to Karelia where the construction of the Soviet
Nordic republic was underway under the guidance of the Finnish
communist Edward Gylling.74 As a result of the conflict between Kasper
Gustafsson and Edvin Blom, Gustafsson and his wife left Gammalsvenskby
for Leningrad within a matter of months.75
The Holodomor and the strategy of collective resistance
Under the totalitarian system that had been created, the authorities
anticipated that the collective identity of the peasants would change quickly
and radically. In the work “K voprosam agrarnoi politiki v SSSR” (On the
issues of the agrarian policy in the USSR) from 1930 Stalin emphasized that
the “collectivization will create a new type of peasant whose psychology has
been ploughed up by the tractor.”76 However, the resistance of the Swedish
community stalled this process, while the fate of the Comintern project –
the Swedish kolkhoz – was virtually sealed by Holodomor, the great famine
that is estimated to have taken 3.5 million lives in Ukraine in the years
1932–1933. The mass arrests that followed crushed all remaining ambitions.
Initially it seemed as if the Swedish colonists were ideally suited for the
construction of a prosperous kolkhoz. Those who had first gone to Sweden
and then returned to the USSR had no land of their own, cattle or real
estate. Thus there was no material ground for resistance to the collectivization process. There were no kulaks among the Swedes and
consequently there was no need for dispossession and deportation. The
state helped the Swedish community and gave them a credit of 85 thousand
rubles to buy houses and repair them, and to buy cattle. Thanks to the
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Comintern, the kolkhoz received a team of specialists, and tractors and
trucks from the Berislav machinery and tractor station were made available
to the kolkhoz. Several young Swedes were apprenticed free of charge as
tractor and harvester drivers. The excellent black earth of the Kherson
Oblast and the availability of water for irrigation from Dnipro River
ensured high productivity in agriculture. The Swedish communist press
painted an optimistic picture of the future of Röd Svenskby. For example, in
a report from April 1931 there were the following enthusiastic lines:
The wide and long street runs between the white and beautiful
mansions. In the center of the village is the former church, Hoas
dopey temple, but on its tower is now the red flag, a symbol of
new times above Nya Svenskby [New Swedish village]. The
Swedish kolkhoz has got the name of Sveriges Kommunistiska
Parti. The kolkhoz owns 765 acres of land. The state has granted a
loan of 100 rubles for the purchase of livestock and agricultural
machinery. The district government has provided an agronomist
and tractors, as well as seeds for the next harvest. The former
church is today the people’s house, which is equipped with a
stage, theatre props and the most modern cinema. In the village
there is a reading-room with a Swedish library, a Swedish school,
shop, medical center, department of the “Red Help” and
“Osoviakhim.” The next step will be a huge program of planting
vineyards and orchards and the electrification of the village.
“Never again Sweden” – say those who have returned and are
now awaiting the return of the remaining 200 people still held by
the government of Ekman [Carl Gustaf Ekman].77

Barely two years later, another Swedish communist who worked in Röd
Svenskby expressed a more pessimistic view:
The machines and the tractors crack one after another, there are
no spare parts, and fuel is scarce. The soil has been exhausted.
The plan of the state for the procurement of grain is not
practicable. Instead of horses, hungry cows are used; as a result,
the kolkhoz obtains a quantity of milk in the range of 12–13 liters
per day from twenty cows. The food is beyond criticism. The
people live on the verge of famine and work only under the most
rigid control.78
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In the absence of a pastor of their own in Gammalsvenskby the Swedes
began to visit a German Lutheran church in the neighboring village of
Schlangendorf. This is interesting in view of the fact that since the middle of
the nineteenth century there existed a painful conflict between the Swedish
and German parishioners about the question whether the parish should be
divided or not. Following the arrest in 1933 of the last German pastor
Friedrich Lang, the role of preacher was assumed by a Swedish woman,
Alvina Hinas. In 1935, she was arrested for religious propaganda. In 1937
she was arrested again and executed.
Notwithstanding the fact that the young people appreciated the cinema,
many members of the old generation were reluctant to enter the new club,
as they believed in “the ghosts who had settled there.”79 The new Swedish
school also had some problems. In order to fight religion the school in
Gammalsvenskby, like other schools, was open on Sundays and on
Lutheran holidays. However, parents tried to keep their children at home
on those days, using any pretext. None of the three teachers of the former
elementary school of Gammalsvenskby returned from Sweden. It was not
possible to train teachers specifically for the school in Gammalsvenskby, the
only Swedish school in the USSR. No Soviet textbooks in Swedish were
available. The Swedish communists Edvin Blom and Kasper Gustafsson as
well their eldest daughters Siri Blom and Wilma Gustafsson worked as
teachers without any pedagogical education. Later on they were joined by
Sigfrid Utas and Maria Utas (Terenina) who graduated from the class for
seven-year olds. While visiting Moscow in the beginning of 1932 Blom
offered a position as a teacher to one of the best educated members of the
SKP, Björn Hallström.80 After becoming unemployed in 1934 in Sweden,
Hallström sent a letter to the Comintern with a request to be appointed a
teacher at the Swedish school in Gammalsvenskby. But the older party
comrades talked him out of this idea referring to the famine in Ukraine not
covered by the newspapers. Gustav Johansson told Hallström that “the
picture he would witness could make a counter-revolutionary out of him, as
he would question the correctness of Soviet policy and of Communism.”81
Thus, having neither qualified teachers nor the necessary literature, the
Swedish school could not function normally. When the school was inspected for the first time, its work was found to be unsatisfactory. It used prerevolution literature and Swedish books with portraits of the Swedish Royal
79
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family. The pupils could only speak Swedish, and understood neither
Ukrainian nor Russian:
When I [the inspector] asked one student: “Why ... do you not
read a Soviet newspaper instead,” the answer translated by his
teacher was: “We are tired of reading about socialist competition
and polytechnic schools.”82

During the famine in Ukraine in the winter of 1932–1933 the peasants in
the Swedish colony were confronted with a dilemma: should they seek
assistance from the Soviet authorities or in Sweden? As many other farms in
the Kherson district the Swedish kolkhoz did not fulfill the exaggerated
target for the state grain quota of 1932. As a result the kolkhoz Sveriges
Kommunistiska Parti was put on a “black list.” The whole stock of grain
from the kolkhoz and the households belonging to it, including the seed for
sowing in 1933, was confiscated. The deliveries of foodstuffs to the local
shop were stopped. The kolkhoz members no longer received any products
in exchange for “workday units.” The specialists servicing the kolkhoz were
not paid their wages.83 In the fall of 1932, the famine came to the village.
People survived on potatoes, fish from the river and gophers from the
steppe. Virtually all valuable goods from Sweden were sold: bicycles, sewing
machines, and clothes.84
The members of the party unit approached the regional committee of the
party in Berislav with a request for emergency assistance to the village. The
request was refused. That meant that the Swedish communists were not able
to help Gammalsvenskby. In a conversation with a member of the Berislav
district party committee, one comrade Kabakova, Hugo Lauenstein said
that “he did not like the Soviet regime; the authorities arrested people – was
that communism and freedom; people were dying in their dozens of hunger
– was that democracy?”85
Conflicts broke out among the Swedish communists. Kristina Sigalet
witnessed a quarrel between Hugo Lauenstein and Edvin Blom. Lauenstein
cursed Blom and said that “the worms will eat him alive for luring them to
such a terrible place.”86
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In this critical situation the Swedish villagers resorted to a method used by
free Swedish farmers for centuries when living conditions had become too
hard or in conflicts the local authorities: a collective legal address to the
authorities of the state. This method had been used many times before, by
the inhabitants of Dagö in the Swedish empire as well as by those of
Gammalsvenskby in the Russian empire and the Soviet Union. There are
approximately fifteen earlier examples of such collective letters to the
authorities, the first of which was written in the seventeenth century.87
In January 1933, the kolkhoz members secretly started discussing the
possibility of moving to Sweden again. They also considered other possibilities. One idea was to ask for help from the German Consulate in Odessa.
Some Swedes did not believe it would be possible to move to Sweden again
legally and instead suggested it would be better to cross the SovietRomanian border illegally. At one meeting, Julius Hansas declared that “I
will not die in this kolkhoz as I hope to get to Sweden through Bessarabia.”88
Several Swedish women sent letters to relatives in Sweden with stories
about the critical condition in the village and begging for help. One example
is cited below:
We have sinned against Sweden and the Swedes and we have
shown the greatest ingratitude. But, gripped by debilitating
nostalgia for our native home, we did not know what we did,.
There is no food in the village, no kerosene. There are only
Communist books and other rubbish to buy at the shop. Yes, if
you are Christian, you have to forgive us. Please, think of our
innocent little children.89

In addition, the Swedish communists in Gammalsvenskby sent critical
letters to Sweden. On behalf of the SKP Gunnar Granlund informed the
ECCI on 19 March 1933 that Hugo Lauenstein in letters to his mother-inlaw “writes openly counter-revolutionary things directed against the Soviet
Union and especially against Svenskby.”90
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As a result, a virtual bomb exploded in the mass media. On 2 March 1933
the oldest liberal newspaper of Sweden Aftonbladet published an article,
“Djurkadaver och potatisskal mat i Gammalsvenskby” (Animal carcasses
and potato peelings – food in Gammalsvenskby), which reported about the
terrible famine and the extremely difficult situation of the Gammalsvenskby
inhabitants and Swedish communists. On 3 March 1933 the conservative
daily Norrköpings Tidningar published an article “Nya nödrop från
fränderna i Svenskby” (New cries for help from our compatriots in
Svenskby) harshly criticizing the Communist project. The article also
discussed concrete measures to help the villagers, for example, individual
currency transfers through Torgsin.91 The Swedish Embassy in Moscow
approached the German Embassy in Moscow requesting the Germans to
investigate what the real situation was in the village through their consulate
in Odessa. The embassy also planned to commission a Norwegian entrepreneur to travel to Ukraine to clarify the situation.92 The Soviet government was aware of the publications in the Swedish press, probably through
their embassy in Stockholm.
The threat of a serious international scandal became real for the
Kremlin. It should be noted that the USSR denied the existence of the
Ukrainian famine, and there was no information about it in the Soviet
newspapers. The Soviet propaganda accused kulaks of feigning famine. On
13 March 1933, the political bureau of the Communist Party of Ukraine
discussed the situation in the Swedish colony. The Odessa party committee
was instructed to take urgent steps to put an end to the famine in Gammalsvenskby. The chief of the Ukrainian GPU Vsevolod Balitsky was ordered
“to take measures to introduce immediate measures to stop the information
leaks abroad about cases of famine in Gammalsvenskby.”93 The GPU was
always quicker to strike; the first arrests in the Swedish colony had already
been made on 8 March.
In the beginning of March a list of Swedish villagers who wanted to leave
for Sweden was drawn up in Swedish in two copies and sent from the post
offices of the cities of Kakhovka and Kherson. The letter from Kakhovka was
intercepted by the GPU. The letter sent from Kherson reached the addressee
91
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and is today kept in the National Archives of Sweden.94 The Soviet secret
police were totally surprised that the list was signed by virtually all the
villagers, including the local members of the Communist Party and
Komsomol, as well as some communists from Sweden. When the GPU
interrogator asked Petter J. Knutas why he, a communist, had signed the list,
Knutas replied: “I signed because there are no supplies in the shop and lately I
have been eating potatoes without peeling them, and I don’t have any bread
anymore.”95 Mattias Norberg argued “there is no need for kolkhozes, we keep
working but we do not have bread, we are hungry, it is better to run an
individual farm.”96 During the interrogation, Alvina Hinas said: “Yes I signed,
because we have no bread to feed children, who all the time cry and ask for
food.”97 The explanation for the existence of such “anti-Soviet attitudes”
among the locals was, according to the investigators, explained by their kulak
origin. However, that argument could hardly be used about the Swedish
communists. The 47-year-old Hugo Lauenstein, who was a worker and a
communist since 1919, a veteran of the German revolution, and furthermore
a Swedish citizen said to the GPU investigators: “I signed the list because it
was necessary. My personal opinion is that emigration is not a criminal
activity, particularly when the villagers are starving.”98 Karl Andersson, who
prepared the list, declared “as for me personally, I had no plans to go to
Sweden, but my situation is too bad here, I haven’t received any wages for
three months and that is why I have to leave.”99
In May 1933, two Ukrainian members of the Polish parliament, Milena
Rudnitska and Zenon Pelensky, sent a letter to the president of the League
of Nations, the Norwegian politician Johan Ludwig Mowinckel. They wrote
that Soviet Ukraine had fallen victim to a catastrophe, a famine unequalled
in history. However, the Soviet Union denied the famine and the League of
Nations did not take any action. Western-Ukrainian politicians have
emphasized that among the victims of famine were representatives of
several different European peoples: Swedes, Latvians, Estonians and Poles.100
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Despite the measures taken by the GPU, the information about arrests in
Gammalsvenskby reached Sweden. The magazine Vecko-Journalen published
an article by Alma Braathen “Tjekans hand över Gammalsvenskby” (The
Cheka’s hold over Gammalsvenskby) with a detailed story of the arrests in the
Swedish village.101 Freelance Alma Braathen had visited Gammalsvenskby
during her trip to the USSR in July 1932. Sometime later, a number of her
reports were published in Sweden. The tone of her articles was quite neutral,
but in private talks with some of the villagers she promised to help them to
return to Sweden.
Illustration 4: The Truth about Gammalsvenskby.

Source: Magazine Cover. Vecko-Journalen (1932:45). To the article “Sanningen om
Gammalsvenskby” (The truth about Gammalsvenskby) by Alma Braathen.
Note: Reporting from a Communist utopia. Leftmost Edvin Bloom, in the center Karl
Ture Grääs, rightmost Alma Braathen.
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On 3 July 1933, Dagens Nyheter reported about the fate of one of the arrested
Swedish communists, Karl Andersson. On 3 August 1933, the largest daily
newspaper in Sweden Nya Dagligt Allehanda published a detailed critical
report about the trial initiated by the GPU against the Old Swedes under the
heading: “Gammal-svenskbybor har deporterats av Sovjet! Tjekans process
mot svenskättlingarna ny Vickers-affär” (Inhabitants of Gammalsvenskby
have been deported by the Soviets! Cheka process against Swedish descendants is the new Vickers trial).102 On 4 August 1933 Borås Tidning printed an
article “Svenskarna leva på svältgränsen i Gammalsvenskby” (Swedes live on
the brink of starvation in Gammalsvenskby).
On 26 April 1933, a member of the Swedish Parliament and farmer,
Gustaf Olsson, wrote a letter to the Foreign Minister Rickard Sandler
requesting he intervene on behalf of the arrested Swedish citizens Karl
Andersson and Petter E. Utas. According to Gustaf Olsson, he had received
a letter sent from Kristina Utas in Gammalsvenskby with an account of the
arrests in the village.103
The diplomatic intervention by Sweden changed the course of events.
The secret police had been planning a big show trial, and the police of the
Kherson district arrested seven men and more than twenty villagers were
summoned for interrogation. The prosecutor demanded twelve years’
imprisonment for the arrested men and confiscation of their property.
However, only four of them were convicted by the special GPU court and
the sentence they received was three years’ exile. The communist Karl
Andersson was released and left for Sweden. With the assistance of the
Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs his wife Maria Andersson (née Utas),
who was a Soviet citizen, was given Swedish citizenship and moved to
Sweden. However, Petter E. Utas’ fate was different. On 18 June 1933 Utas,
who had been sentenced to three years’ imprisonment, sent a letter
appealing for help to the Swedish government. In spite of the support he
received from the influential politician Gustaf Olsson, he was denied the
right to go back to Sweden. A Swedish citizen since 1931, Utas visited
Gammalsvenskby in 1932 as an interpreter and translator for the group of
Swedish communists. He was arrested by the GPU, then released but
without his Swedish passport. The explanation given was that he had never
ceased to be a Soviet citizen and was, therefore, not allowed to renounce his
102
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Soviet citizenship. In 1937, Petter E. Utas was arrested again and disappeared. In fact he was executed following an out-of-court decision by a socalled troika.104 The Prosecutor General of Ukraine rehabilitated him only in
1999.105 The place of his burial is still unknown.
The conflict of interests between various Soviet institutions unintentionally benefited the Ukrainian Swedes. When the Holodomor was raging,
the GPU tried to limit the contacts the villagers had with foreign countries.
However, Torgsin employees tried to undo their plans and used to visit
Swedish, German and Czech regions urging the people there to write to
consulates and relatives abroad pleading for help.106 The Old Swedes could
buy food in Torgsin shops in Kakhovka and Kherson for money that they
received from Sweden, whether in Swedish krona or in other foreign currencies. Alvina Hinas wrote to Sweden after receiving a pound sterling from
Gothenburg: “It was an angel of God who came this Easter with a gift to us.
For a pound sterling, we got 8 rubles 84 kopecks to buy food.”107
Thanks to the help from Sweden, the people of Gammalsvenskby could
survive the famine without a single death, in marked contrast to the
neighbouring Ukrainian and Jewish settlements.108
Conclusions
It is impossible to know how the international Communist project in Röd
Svenskby would have developed if the Holodomor had not hit the village.
Before that catastrophe, the authorities were able to bring about fundamental
changes in the traditional life of the Ukrainian Swedes within an extremely
short period of time. The first stage of the forced normalization of the
Swedish villagers brought considerable results. However, the resistance of the
Swedes altered the process of change. The rigid food policy of the Soviet
government that caused the famine was a manifestation of weakness rather
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than strength. The government invested large sums in the agricultural sector
but the harvests of the kolkhozes were modest. This irritated the authorities,
especially compared with the high rate of the budget expense for the agricultural sector. The Ukrainian peasants were left to their fate during the
famine. They received no support from outside, and mortality among them
was very high. The Swedish villagers were in a better position, not only
because of the international status of the Swedish kolkhoz. Despite the strict
order given to the local authorities to take immediate steps to deal with the
famine in the village, the Soviet authorities or the Comintern had done
nothing. The rescue came again from Sweden, but it was organized by the
peasants themselves. They used the same strategy as they had used for
centuries and that enabled Old Swedes to survive the man-made famine
without any human loss. Nevertheless, those who had been sentenced to three
years’ imprisonment in 1933 for organizing the move to Sweden were
arrested again in 1937–1938 and executed (except for Alexander Knutas who
died in prison in 1935).
The Holodomor and the mass arrests put an end to the project of the
international Communist movement in Gammalsvenskby. In the beginning
of 1934 no Swedish communist remained in the village. A Swedish girl
Signe Kaskela met the Holmströms in 1933 in Karelia where she worked in
a factory with Svea and Göta Holmström:
They spoke of terrible distress; they lacked bread, although
Ukraine was one of Russia’s most fertile regions. However,
collectivization had fallen on hard times, and despite the severe
drought collective farms were still obliged to provide the required
quantity of grain to the state… Svea had scurvy and was bleeding
from the gums, and had bruises on her legs. Göta was also
starving, but not as badly as her sister was.109

The local Swedish communists were expelled from the party for their
support for re-emigration. Soon the authorities replaced the leading staff of
the village with ethnic Ukrainians. Makar Shurduk became secretary of the
party unit, Dmytro Krakovskyi was appointed chairman of the village
Soviet, Leonid Shevchenko became head of local Komsomol.
There are no indications in the records dating from 1934 onwards that
the local authorities and the Executive Committee of the Comintern wished
to revive the Röd Svenskby community. This is an important indicator as it
109
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supports the thesis about the total change of the course of the Kremlin in
early 1930s from World Revolution to isolation. The institutions set up by
the communists, i.e. the Swedish school, the Swedish national council and
the Swedish kolkhoz existed technically several years on. However, in the
course of the national operations of NKVD in 1937–1938, 23 villagers were
arrested and executed. All of them were accused of being members of a
fictitious Swedish counter-revolutionary nationalistic spy organization.
According to the version of the secret police, the leaders of the organization
were Edvin Blom and Hugo Lauenstein who from being communists had
become agents of the Swedish intelligence service. Not by pure accident, the
active members of the socialist construction were also arrested. Among
them the former SKP members Petter J. Knutas and Woldemar Utas, as well
as the Komsomol110 members, the chairman of the kolkhoz Johannes Utas
and brigadier Johannes Knutas.111
The mass terror was followed by the liquidation of all the national
administrative, economic and cultural institutes of Gammalsvenskby:
village council, Swedish kolkhoz, Swedish school, library, Swedish leisure
interest group and choir.
The Swedish national council was abolished by decree of the political
bureau of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine on 16
February 1938. The reason given was that the existence of national districts
and village councils was not justified by the ethnic composition of the
population.112 Taking the floor on the XIV congress of the Ukrainian communists in June 1938 the new regional leader, Nikita Khrushchev, paid
particular attention to the work of the hostile intelligence services within the
national schools of Ukraine. He said that the establishment of the so-called
national schools had been forced upon Ukraine by agents of Western
intelligence services and Ukrainian nationalists. However, these schools did
not serve educational purposes but were instead turned into nests for
counter-revolutionary work. It is striking that Khrushchev mentioned the one
Swedish school in Ukraine in the same contexts as he discussed 180 Jewish, 93
Moldavian, 74 Bulgarian and 16 Greek schools. Apparently the Soviet leaders
realized that the fate of the Swedes who had returned to the USSR of their
own free will, thereby, as it was seen by public opinion in Sweden, betraying
their historical fatherland, would be of little concern to the Swedish
110
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government. There are no documents in the archives of the Swedish Ministry
for Foreign Affairs indicating any reaction to the closure of the only Swedish
school in the USSR, the dissolution of the Swedish village council or the, for
all practical purposes, ethnic cleansing in 1937–1938.
The fates of the Swedish communists after the Gammalsvenskby project
varied. The Berislav committee expelled Karl Andersson and Hugo
Lauenstein from the party. After a careful official investigation, the personnel department of the ECCI approved the decision. Their party cards are
today kept in Moscow. Erik Petersson and Björn Hallström left the party
after their return from the USSR. In 1952 Björn Hallström published the
book “Jag trodde på Stalin” (I believed in Stalin) condemning the Soviet
regime. Sigfrid Holmström took Soviet citizenship and disappeared in the
years of the Great Terror. His daughter Göta Holmström (born in 1917) has
since the breakup of the Soviet Union been trying to clarify the fate of her
father. His case was discussed during question time in the Swedish
parliament in 2010.113
For the young Comintern students Erik Karlsson and Paul Söderman
Gammalsvenskby became the starting point of a long successful career.
They enjoyed the full confidence of the Comintern and the Soviet government. In 1933 Söderman became editor-in-chief of the leading communist
newspaper Ny Dag in Sweden. In 1936, he was the leader of the party’s
campaign to mobilize support for Republican Spain. In the mid-1930s Paul
Söderman carried out a special mission as a courier in Scandinavia for the
foreign section of the GPU. His Swedish passport is kept in Moscow.114
During the Second World War Paul Söderman was one of the organizers of
the Communist resistance, which braced itself for a Nazi occupation that
failed to materialize.115
Erik Karlsson worked as an agitator among Norwegian lumbermen in
the Arkhangelsk region. In 1933, he became a docent, rector of the
Scandinavian sector of the Comintern Party School and head of the
Scandinavian broadcasting section of the Radio of the Comintern.116 After
the Second World War, Karlsson built an excellent political career in
Sweden. For several years, he was a party secretary, a deputy member of the
113
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Swedish Parliament. He was considered the party expert on agriculture, and
he was the author of the first books on the history of the Swedish
communist movement and agrarian problems.117 He died in 1970 glorified
as “one of the best known party members, a true Leninist and theoretician
of communism.”118 Finally, the leader of the Röd Svenskby commune Edvin
Blom remained an active party member until his death in 1953, being at the
same time, by a twist of fate, the owner of a farm.119
After their return to Sweden almost all the communists, as well as their
wives and grown-up children upon return to Sweden, remained silent about
their life in Ukraine. Karl Andersson was the only one to break the rule, and
he was soon expelled from the party. He gave a series of interviews to the
Swedish media about the catastrophic situation in Gammalsvenskby and the
famine in Ukraine. In October 1933 the magazine Sovjetnytt published the
article “Agronom Andersson och Röda Svenskby” (Agronomist Andersson
and Röda Svenskby). The authors wrote that because of Karl Andersson, the
bourgeois press demonized the Soviet Union and the collective farm project
in Röda Svenskby. As a result, a split occurred in the section of Sovjetunionens
vänner in Varberg where Andersson had “personal accomplices,” after it had
been decided that a committee should be set up to interview the agronomist
about the content of the above hostile publications.
The members of the committee published a report, which demonstrated
a fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of Stalin’s repressive regime
and accused Andersson of incompetence:
Andersson claims that there is a famine in Ukraine. He also says
that despite all difficulties in 1933 Ukraine had a record harvest, the
best in 42 years. How this his statement is correlated with information about the people starving in Ukraine? In fact, he sold
himself to the capitalists. Was it not his job as an expert agronomist
to improve soil quality and racial management of the agriculture?120

After the massive repression by the regime in these years, it was no longer
possible to resist the annulment of all the rights of the Swedish minority.
Since 1933 the population of the Swedish colony was in deep shock. The
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kolkhoz named after Sveriges Kommunistiska Parti formally existed formally
until 1941. In 1943, the Nazis evacuated the population of Gammalsvenskby
as Volksdeutsche to the Third Reich.121 In 1945, a part of Swedes (around
sixty individuals) emigrated from Germany to Sweden. Another group was
deported from the Soviet zone in Germany to the Komi-Gulag.122 Those
who returned found their home village completely changed. In connection
with the campaign in 1945 to change the names of the former German
colonies, Gammalsvenskby received a new Slavonic name, Verbivka, and
soon the colony disappeared entirely as it was included in the new large
Ukrainian village of Zmiivka (the former German colony of Schlangendorf).
The Old-Swedish kolkhoz was renamed, in the typical Soviet manner, after
the aviator Valerii Chkalov. After twelve years, the dream of building a little
Red Sweden in Ukraine had become a blank spot on the map and in the
historical memory.
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